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About This Content

The action takes place in a new area of operations in the flood plain of the Shatt al-Arab river during the Iran-Iraq war. Two
operations for Iranian and Iraqi armies, and a single mission are available to the player. Pontoon bridges, floating armored

vehicles, and Iranian-produced UCAVs are widely used during the game.

At the end of December 1986, Iranian forces launched the next operation - Karbala-4. IRGC frogmen crossed the Shatt al-Arab
river and captured a number of the border islands, as well as a bridgehead on the right bank. Then, pontoon bridges were

assembled across the river, which lightly armed Basij militia units of the "Prophet Muhammad" division used to cross to the
right river bank and began an offensive in the general direction of Basra.
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Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista

Processor: AMD/Intel 2GHz, 2 cores

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 9 Compatible

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9 Compatible

English,Russian
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I guess for the price, this could be classified as "ok". There's nothing wrong with the game itself, it just feels generic and
unpolished. The story is a nice touch, but I don't really play a shoot 'em up for its story.... This captured perfectly how it feels in
the circle!
There is so much to do and it rewards musicality and creativity like no other game.
Gameplaywise it's like combining Tony Hawk and a Rythym Game.
Theme wise it's the best dancing game ever.

Cheers, a B-Boy. This has become one of my favorite OST, Great buy. \ud83d\udc9d. The pirate base song is a blatant ripoff of
the battle of endor theme from ep. VI. just in case anyone wanted to know.. It looks like as a fun game, perfect for a break or
when you're bored, but at the moment it's impossible to play, servers keep lagging even with very low ping.. Also Stupid fun
with an obscene amount of achievements.
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First impressions: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2HZ6y-M0QkE

So as soon as I saw the title of this game, I just *had* to request a key for it.. I mean who *doesn't* want to play a manly game
about saving the world from the loss of moustaches! I've even grown a moustache just to play it!

It's hard, very hard.. but it IS a roguelike after all!. First this game is a good try, i hope the maker can finish this game as soon as
possbile, and bring us a game about other squadrons or other theaters, such as USSAF or luftwaffe, (thumb up give to the maker
caz your team had answer:))))
Accurately i met some problem when i play this game
-bad control in the realistic mode, even i can't aim in a enemy plane, i can't use the keyborad to dogfight with the bf109s, the
response of the plane is so slow and hard. before i played, i think it will similar to Warthunder.but accurately it is a far cry from
warthunder
-poor textures
-low fps
-the part which can modification of the planes is too little

ps:English is not my first language , so if there are any grammatical errors, pls forgive:))). I did a lot of research and I dont
understand why all these uneducated idiots are saying its not accurate. If you dig deeper into history this Jade Dragon DLC is a
lot more accurate, to a point, than some are saying in these reviews. The descendants of Alexander the great actually did pay
tribute to the Chinese Empire at one point in history. When they first came into contact with China the Emperor of China
demanded a tribute of heavenly horses from them but they refused. And so the Emperor sent an army to attack them twice. On
the second attempt the Emperors army succeeded and made them give tribute of around 3000 horses and other jewels and riches
to the Chinese Empire. The protectorate was established ever since that meeting with Alexander the great's descendants. After
they won the tribute.. This is a truly awesome game with great experience. Sadly the player base is non existent.. Attempting to
revive the game with a Devil's Bluff Matchmaking discord server! https:\/\/discord.gg\/yTJzkfZ Please join us and revive this
wonderful game!. The best AC game out of all of them in my opinion :) and trust me on the ps4 I play nothing but AC and
mortal kombat. I remember how much I enjoyed it back in the ps3 days but then lost the disk and never finished it, glad its on
sale for PC now! Its still just as good as I remember. and will always be my favorite.. Good game for buisness simulation type of
people but it gets boring somewhat quickly but is a great game.. Not Bad At All.
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